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ABSTRACT

Problem-solving methods using some sort of heuristically guided search process have been the subject of much research in Artificial Intelligence. This paper groups these problem-solving methods under three major headings: the State-Space Approach, the Problem-Reduction Approach, and the Formal-Logic Approach. Using this framework, a survey is presented of most of the important articles and books dealing with problem solving, game playing, and automatic theorem proving. The bibliography contains over 150 references.
I INTRODUCTION

A. Overviews, Surveys, and Source Materials

Many human activities, such as solving puzzles, playing games, doing mathematics, and even driving an automobile, are said to demand "intelligence." If computers could perform such tasks as these, then these computers (together with their programs) presumably would possess some degree of "artificial intelligence."

The question of whether or not machines can (or ever will be able to) "think" still provokes lively debate, even among those who concede that man is a machine. Turing (1950)* disposes of many of the standard arguments against intelligent machines. To decide whether or not a machine is intelligent, he proposes what has come to be called the "Turing Test."

Selfridge and Kelly (1962) debate the magnitude of the practical problems in creating intelligent machines after agreeing that there are no known theoretical barriers. Hubert Dreyfus (1965) thinks that digital computers are inherently incapable of such "necessities" of intelligence as "fringe consciousness" and "perspicuous grouping." His arguments are systematically refuted by Papert (1968).

Attempts to "organize" the field of Artificial Intelligence have never been wholly successful. The subtopics of search, pattern recognition,

* References are listed alphabetically at the end of this survey paper.
learning, problem solving, and induction have been suggested by Minsky (1961a) in an important survey article. This breakdown is still useful, even though its logical validity is challenged by the plethora of statements in the literature that have the form: "The problem of X is basically a problem of Y," where X and Y could be any pair of subtopics. More recently Minsky (1968) has written another thoughtful article on the foundations of Artificial Intelligence and concludes that a major problem is that of acquiring, maintaining, and accessing a large knowledge base. In this survey we shall be concerned almost exclusively with the literature on problem solving.

Artificial Intelligence is a much-surveyed field, and there are many bibliographies. An early annotated bibliography was compiled by Minsky (1961b). Later surveys by Feigenbaum (1963) and Solomonoff (1966) include many additional references. A recent survey by Feigenbaum (1968) lists more articles and also speculates about the future of the field.

A volume that is often referenced because it contains many of the early papers is entitled Computers and Thought, edited by Feigenbaum and Feldman. D. Michie and others have edited a series of books called Machine Intelligence. These contain papers delivered at the Machine Intelligence Workshops held annually in Edinburgh. Another important book is called Semantic Information Processing edited by Minsky; it contains complete versions of several Ph.D. dissertations dealing with language processing and "understanding."
Artificial Intelligence is a journal devoted exclusively to A. I.: it will begin publishing in 1970. Also, the Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery occasionally publishes articles on Artificial Intelligence subjects.

In the United States, Artificial Intelligence activities are coordinated through a Special Interest Group on Artificial Intelligence (SIGART) of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). SIGART publishes a newsletter that occasionally contains reference material not published elsewhere. The Artificial Intelligence and Simulation of Behavior (AISB) group of the British Computer Society publishes a European newsletter.

For completeness, we shall occasionally reference unpublished memoranda and reports in this survey. The authors of such material will sometimes provide copies upon request.

Problem-solving programs demand a heavy diet of puzzles and games on which to sharpen and refine techniques. Some good general books of puzzles are those of Martin Gardner (1959, 1961) who edits a puzzle column in The Scientific American. Also see the books of puzzles by Dudeney (1958, 1967) who was a famous British puzzle inventor.

B. Approaches to Artificial Intelligence

In attempting to build intelligent machines, one naturally asks "What is the secret of animal intelligence?" People have had a variety of adventures pursuing this question but no one has yet found the "secret."
Rosenblatt (1962) suggested brain models called perceptrons; these were networks of "artificial neurons" based on the neuron models of McCulloch and Pitts (1943). The study of perceptrons stimulated early pattern-recognition research and led to some elegant mathematical results on computational geometry by Minsky and Papert (1969). The complex processes of "intelligence," however, were beyond the power of these simple perceptron models.

Another biologically based strategy was the rather grandiose attempt to simulate evolution itself. Since evolution produced intelligent man in two billion years or so, let us simulate the processes of evolution at high speed in the computer. Fogel, et al. (1966) describe experiments involving the production of many generations of finite-state machines using the strategies of mutation and selective survival. Although such a technique may be capable of condensing the first few million years of evolution to a few days of computer time, it seems that the important middle and later stages of evolution involve structures already so complex (though not yet "intelligent") that their evolution cannot be speeded up by computer simulation. Thus the "artificial evolution" approach did not succeed in producing adequately complex machines either.

Another way to learn about intelligence from animals is to study their behavior, particularly the problem-solving behavior of man. Travis (1963, 1967) discusses the role of introspection in the design of problem solvers.
Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1959) describe a "General Problem Solver" that is supposed to attack problems in much the same way that humans do.

A rich source of ideas about how humans attack problems is found in Polya (1957). Polya quotes the Greek mathematician Pappus who, around 300 A.D., gave an excellent description of the "problem-reduction approach:"

"In analysis, we start from what is required, we take it for granted, and we draw consequences from it, and consequences from the consequences, till we reach a point that we can use as a starting point in synthesis. For in analysis we assume what is required to be done as already done (what is sought as already found, what we have to prove as true). We inquire from what antecedent the desired result could be derived; then we inquire again what could be the antecedent of that antecedent, and so on, until passing from antecedent to antecedent, we come eventually upon something already known or admittedly true. This procedure we call analysis, or solution backwards, or regressive reasoning."

In the problem-solving methods based on analysis of human behavior, we find that trial-and-error search at some level plays a key role.

*From p. 142 of Polya (1957).
Campbell (1960) calls the unguided search process a "blind-variation-and-selective-survival process." He concludes:

1. A blind-variation-and-selective-survival process is fundamental to all inductive achievements, to all genuine increases in knowledge, to all increases in fit of system to environment.

2. The processes that shortcut the full blind-variation-and-selective-survival process are in themselves inductive achievements containing wisdom about the environment achieved originally by a blind-variation-and-selective-survival process.

3. In addition, such substitute processes contain in their own operation a blind-variation-and-selective-survival process at some level.

We agree with Campbell about the ultimate primacy of search. The real trick in designing an efficient automatic problem solver is to search at the highest level permitted by the available information about the problem and about how it might be solved. In this survey we are primarily concerned with the literature on efficient search techniques and how they are used in automatic problem-solving systems.

C. Problem Solving Methods

There have been only a few attempts to study problem-solving processes abstractly in order to catalog the different methods and
to deduce general properties of these methods. In this survey we identify
three major approaches to automatic problem solving, although our division
would probably not meet with universal approval among researchers in this
field. We shall give these approaches the following names:

(1) The state-space approach,

(2) The problem-reduction approach, and

(3) The formal-logic approach.

A slightly different taxonomy of problem-solving methods is suggested
by Newell (1969). Our classification scheme has been much influenced by a
paper by Sandewall (1969) formalizes some of the same problem-solving ideas
treated in the present survey. A book by Banerji (1969) contains a highly
formal treatment of problem solving and game playing.

In the state-space approach, the problem to be solved is identified
with the problem of finding a path in a graph. The nodes of the graph
represent "states" in a problem space. The initial node represents the
beginning state of the problem, e.g., the starting configuration of a puzzle,
an integral expression to be integrated, or the set of axioms from which a
theorem is to be proved. The problem is solved when a sequence of state
transformations is found that change the initial state into a goal state.
Thus, each possible state transformation is represented by an arc connecting
two nodes in the graph. Arcs represent, for example, the allowable moves
in a puzzle, algebraic manipulations in integration problems, or valid
inferences in a theorem-proving problem. A problem solution is a path
of arcs that terminates in a goal node. The goal node corresponds to a
problem state satisfying the solution criteria, for example the desired end
configuration of a puzzle, an integral in an integral table, or a set of
logical expressions containing the theorem to be proved. The problem is
"solved" by searching for a solution path in the state-space graph.

The state-space approach to problem solving gets its name from the
use of "state spaces" for similar purposes in control theory. It is also
used extensively in operations research. Some of the state space search
methods to be cited later are identical to those called branch-and-bound
methods in operations research. Lawler and Wood (1966) give a survey of
branch-and-bound methods and their applications.

The problem-reduction approach involves techniques for reducing
problems into sets of subproblems and these into sub-subproblems and so on
until ultimately all of the resulting problems are trivial. Sometimes
the reduction is such that the original problem is solved only by solving
all of the subproblems; alternatively, there are reductions in which the
original problem can be solved by solving any one of the subproblems.
Search methods are also used in the problem-reduction approach, since one
never knows at the outset which problem reductions will ultimately lead to
solutions. Special graph structures, called AND/OR graphs, have been useful
for representing problem-reduction solution methods.
Our predilection to distinguish between state-space and problem-reduction methods derives from the different search strategies used by each method. The distinction is precisely the same as that made by Amarel (1967) between "production-type" and "reduction-type" methods. Slagle (1963a) also finds the problem-reduction formulation useful in describing his program for symbolic integration. Although the General Problem Solver (GPS) of Newell and his co-workers can be described in terms of state-space methods, it is our opinion that its operation can be understood more clearly if it is described as a problem-reduction type problem solver. GPS is thoroughly discussed in a book by Ernst and Newell (1969).

The formal-logic approach to problem-solving systems stems from the "advice-taker" memoranda of McCarthy (1958, 1963). The advice taker was to be a system that used formal methods to deduce the solutions to problems from a large set of axioms representing the problem-solver's knowledge base. It could be given "advice" merely by adding new axioms. Some early work related to this idea was undertaken by Black (1964). We shall mention some of the more recent work in this field later in the survey.

Some excellent ideas on solving large combinatorial problems have been suggested by Shen Lin (1965, 1968). Although these ideas do not appear to fit neatly into any of our three categories of problem-solving methods, they deserve the attention of any serious student in the field.
D. Applications of Problem-Solving Programs

It is fair to ask whether or not any of these methods that work so well on simple problems such as puzzles and games have been usefully employed on "real" problems. State-space methods have been employed in the solution of operations research problems such as the well-known traveling salesman problem. The "best" exact solution technique so far is a state-space method proposed in a Ph.D. dissertation by Shapiro (1966) and discussed by Bellmore and Nemhauser (1968). Although the traveling salesman problem may appear as frivolous as do puzzles and games, it is a model for problems of economic importance in scheduling and production design.

Other applications of the state-space method have been made in the control of remote manipulators by Whitney (1969) and in sequential decoding by Jelinek (1969). Problem-reduction methods have been employed in a system that performs symbolic integration (Slagle 1963a) and in a system that analyzes mass spectrograph data (Buchanan, Sutherland, and Feigenbaum 1969).
II THE STATE-SPACE APPROACH

A. Formulating Problems for the State-Space Approach

1. Elements of a State-Space Representation

There are three major elements of a state-space representation: the state descriptions, the operators that change a state description into another one, and the goal test. These have long been recognized as basic in automatic problem solving. These notions are discussed in the book on the General Problem Solving (GPS) program by Ernst and Newell (1969). A more abstract treatment of the problem of description of states and operators may be found in Amarel (1967, 1969).

The basic vocabulary of graph theory (arcs, nodes, paths, etc.,) is often used to describe problem-solving processes. Classic books on graph theory are those of Berge (1962) and Ore (1962). Ore (1963) has also written a popular, elementary book illustrating applications of graph theory to various combinatorial problems.

A state-space representation can also be given in terms of a "nondeterministic" program. The phrase "nondeterministic algorithm" was proposed by Floyd (1967a). In these algorithms, Floyd allowed the use of a "choice" function to simplify the description of exhaustive search strategies. Later Manna (1970) described a class of programs that allowed nondeterministic assignment statements (similar to the choice function) as well as nondeterministic branching operations. He described techniques
for proving the "correctness" of programs containing these new elements. (In an earlier paper, Manna (1969) considered the problem of proving the correctness of ordinary, nondeterministic programs.) Fikes (1970) describes a complete problem-solving system in which problems are represented in a procedural language that allows the use of nondeterministic choice functions.

2. Typical Problem Areas in Which State-Space Methods Have Been Applied

Many of the specialized problem-solving methods from a variety of fields can be viewed as applications of the state-space approach. The traveling salesman problem of Operations Research, syntax-analysis problems, distribution or flow problems, and control-theory problems have all been attacked by state-space methods.

For a review of methods for solving the traveling salesman problem, see Bellmore and Nemhauser (1968). Problems of syntax analysis are common in language processing. Foldman and Gries (1968) give a thorough survey of syntax-analysis techniques as used by translating systems for the formal languages of computation. Amaral (1965) discusses syntax analysis from the point of view of automatic problem solving and proposes a problem-reduction procedure. For a highly readable treatment of the use of symbol strings and production systems as models of computation see the final chapters in a book on computation by Minsky (1967). Many problems involving distribution,
flow, and queuing can be solved by state-space methods. A discussion of these can be found in a book by Ford and Fulkerson (1962). Control theory is a large and specialized field with a variety of problem-solution methods. A book by De Russo, Roy, and Close (1965) is a good introduction to modern control theory.

3. The Problem of Finding a "Good" Representation

The problem of finding "good" representations for problems has been treated by only a few researchers, notably by Amarel. Amarel (1968) is a classic paper on the subject; it takes the reader through a series of progressively better representations for the "missionaries and cannibals" problem.

A powerful representational technique involves the use of variables in state descriptions. Later versions of GPS allowed the use of "object schemas" with variables as did Fikes' (1970) problem-solving system. A paper by Newell (1965) examines some possible approaches (and their limitations) toward making progress on "the representation problem."

B. State-Space Search Techniques

1. Shortest-Path Algorithms

Efficient methods for finding the shortest (or least costly) path between two nodes in a graph are of great interest in a variety of disciplines. Efficient breadth-first search methods have been described by Dijkstra (1959) and by Moore (1959). Also, the dynamic programming
algorithms of Bellman are essentially breadth-first search methods. For a thorough discussion of dynamic programming see the book by Bellman and Dreyfus (1962). A depth-first search procedure, often called "backtrack programming" in computer science, is described by Golomb and Baumert (1965). Stuart Dreyfus (1969) presents a detailed survey of some of these and other graph-searching methods.

2. **Heuristic-Search Techniques**

   The use of special heuristic information to increase search efficiency has been studied both in Artificial Intelligence and in Operations Research. This information is often incorporated in an "evaluation function." The evaluation function is used to help direct the search for a path to a goal node as discussed by Doran and Michie (1966), for example. A general theory of the use of evaluation functions to guide search was presented in a paper by Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael (1968).

   In the "branch-and-bound" methods of Operations Research we also see the use of evaluation functions to guide search. For a description of these, see the survey article by Lawler and Wood (1966). The branch-and-bound technique proposed by Shapiro (1966) for the traveling salesman problem can also be interpreted as a direct application of state-space search methods using an evaluation function.

   For further theoretical analyses of heuristic graph searching see Pohl (1969, 1970). Pohl (1969) considers also the problem of searching
outward from both start and goal nodes. Particularly interesting here is
his thorough discussion of the more complex termination criterion needed
for "bidirectional search."

Doran and Michie (1966) proposed a performance measure called
penetrance for judging the efficiency of a given search. Slagle and Dixon
(1969) propose another measure, which they call the "depth ratio."
III THE PROBLEM REDUCTION APPROACH

A. Formulating Problems for the Problem-Reduction Approach

1. Some Example Problem-Reduction Formulations

Some of the very earliest work in Artificial Intelligence used the problem-reduction technique (also called "reasoning backward") to solve problems. Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1957) programmed a Logic Theory Machine (LT) that proved theorems in the propositional calculus by working backwards from the theorem to be proved. In the LT program, use was made of a tree of subproblems to keep track of alternative chains of reasoning.

Another early program in which problem-reduction methods and subproblem trees were used was the Symbolic Integration (SAINT) program of Slagle (1961, 1963a). Slagle first called these trees AND/OR trees; in a later paper, Slagle and Bursky (1968) used the term Proposition Tree.

A much more elaborate integration system (called SIN) was later programmed by Moses (1967). Moses' system embodied so many special criteria for applying the various operators that most integrations are carried out with little or no search. One might speculate that most of the search effort that might have been needed to perform integrations was carried out once and for all by Moses himself in designing the program. The results of this design search were the special rules about which operators to apply in all cases.

A geometry theorem-proving system using problem-reduction methods was programmed by Gelernter, et al. (1959, 1960). This program was never
really completed; nevertheless, several of its features and proposed features represented important and original innovations. The General Problem Solver (GPS) of Newell and his co-workers (see Ernst and Newell (1969) can also be viewed as an application of the problem-reduction method. Ernst (1969) inquired about conditions under which GPS is guaranteed to find a solution.

Amarel (1967) used special graph structures similar to AND/OR trees in discussing problem-reduction methods. Manna (1970) gives several examples of representing an implicit AND/OR tree by nondeterministic programs.

2. Games and the Problem-Reduction Approach

Slagle and his co-workers have stressed the essential similarities between AND/OR trees and game trees (Slagle, 1970, Slagle and Bursky, 1968). This similarity is particularly apparent in simple games that can be searched to termination or in the "end games" of more complex games such as chess. Indeed, one often thinks of chess end-game puzzles as problems of proof rather than as games.

B. Problem-Reduction Search Techniques

1. Development of AND/OR Graph-Searching Techniques

The search strategies of many of the early programs that generated subproblem trees employed only rather simple node-ordering methods. Early versions of GPS used a depth-first strategy and a means for measuring problem difficulty; backtracking occurred when a successor problem was
judged more difficult than any of its ancestors. Slagle's SAINT program used depth of function nesting as a measure of problem difficulty and generally worked on the easiest problems first.

Slagle and his co-workers experimented with many search strategies for game trees and AND/OR trees during the 1960s. The most complex of these involved a "dynamic ordering" of the nodes. In their problem-solving system called MULTIPLE (MULTIpurpose Program that LEarns), Slagle and Bursky (1968) incorporated a general strategy for searching AND/OR trees. This strategy uses the notion of the "probability that a proposition is true" and then defines a "merit function" over the open nodes of the tree. That node having greatest effect on the probability that the original proposition is true is said to have the largest "merit"; the system always attempted to solve that subproblem corresponding to the node with the largest merit.

Amarel (1967) proposed an "attention control" strategy for ordering the nodes in an AND/OR tree. This strategy attempted to find a "minimal cost" solution. The present author (Nilsson, 1968) also suggested a cost-minimizing strategy and later realized that it was essentially identical to Amarel's. In Nilsson (1968) a proof is given that the strategy does indeed find minimal-cost solutions; this proof is based on a similar one for state-space graphs by Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael (1968). The Amarel-Nilsson strategy differs little from the dynamic-ordering method of Slagle and Dixon.
2. Development of Game Tree Searching Techniques

Claude Shannon (1950) discussed some of the problems inherent in programming a machine to play a complex game such as chess. He suggested a minimax-search procedure to be used in conjunction with a static-evaluation function. Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1958) used several of these ideas in constructing an early chess-playing program; they also give an excellent discussion of this area of research. Additional discussion on chess-playing programs, together with a "Five-Year Plan" for automatic chess, can be found in an article by Good (1968), which also lists several references.

Later, Samuel (1959) described a checker-playing program that incorporated polynomial-evaluation functions, minimax-search methods, and various "learning" strategies for improving play. Samuel's program plays an excellent checker game and beats all but the very best players. It continues to be one of the outstanding examples of the application of Artificial Intelligence techniques. Later work on this program is described in Samuel (1967). One of the features of more recent versions of Samuel's program is a dynamic-ordering search procedure somewhat similar to that of Slagle and Dixon (1969).

The \( \alpha-\beta \) procedure is an elaboration of the minimaxing technique that prevents search effort from being wasted on futile paths. It was "discovered" independently by many workers. It is first described by
Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1958)* and was the subject of much investigation by McCarthy and his students at MIT (Edwards and Hart, 1963). Few clear expositions of the method and its properties exist. Samuel's second checkers paper (Samuel, 1967) contains a good description, as does the paper by Slagle and Dixon (1969). Some results on the search efficiency of the \( \alpha-\beta \) procedure were first stated by Edwards and Hart (1963) based on a theorem that they attribute to Michael Levin. Later Slagle and Dixon (1969) give what they consider to be the first published proof of this theorem. Slagle and Dixon discuss several variations of the \( \alpha-\beta \) procedure culminating with one employing dynamic ordering. The performance of these various strategies is compared using the ancient game of Kalah.

Papers by Slagle (1963b) and Slagle and Dixon (1970) describe an "M and N Tree-Searching Program" that adds (or subtracts) a bonus when backing up minimax scores. This bonus acknowledges the value of having more than one good alternative move and thus results in some improvement in play.

3. Some Representative Game-Playing Programs

Chess

Kister, et al. (1957) describe the earliest chess system programmed on a computer (MANIAC I at Los Alamos). It used a reduced board (6 x 6) and played rather poorly.

*Samuel stated (personal communication) that his early checkers program also used the \( \alpha-\beta \) procedure but that at the time he thought its use too straightforward to merit discussion in the paper.
Bernstein, et al. (1958) describe a chess system programmed at IBM. It also played rather poorly, but on a full (8 x 8) board.

Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1958) present another early chess program under development at Carnegie.

Kotok (1962) wrote an early MIT program later taken to Stanford by John McCarthy and modified slightly. This one achieved the level of mediocre play.

Adolson-Velskii, et al.; (no paper available) wrote a program at the Institute for Theoretical and Applied Physics in Moscow. This program beat the Kotok-McCarthy program in a tournament. [see SIGART Newsletter, No. 4, p. 11 (June 1967)].

Greenblatt, et al. (1967) describe an MIT program now called Mac Hack. Its level of play can be described as "middle amateur." It is an honorary member of the Massachusetts Chess Society and has been given a Class C rating. For some example games see the following SIGART Newsletters: No. 6, p. 8 (October 1967) [here, the computer beat H. Dreyfus who earlier doubted that a machine could beat even an amateur player]; No. 9, pp. 9-10 (April 1968) No. 15, pp. 8-10 (April 1969) and No. 16, pp. 9-11 (June 1969).

Checkers

Samuel (1959, 1967) continues to improve a program that plays excellent checkers but cannot quite beat world champions.
Kalah

Russell (1964) wrote an early Kalah program.

Slagle and Dixon (1969) describe experiments using the game of Kalah.

Slagle and Dixon (1970) discuss more experiments using Kalah to test the "M & N" procedure.

(The Kalah programs are probably unbeatable by human players)

Go

Zobrist (1969) has written a program to play this ancient and difficult game. It plays rather poorly by human standards and does no tree searching. For an example of how Zobrist's program performs, see SIGART Newsletter No. 18, pp. 20-22, October 1969.
IV THE FORMAL LOGIC APPROACH

A. Theorem Proving in the Predicate Calculus

The formal-logic approach to automatic problem solving requires the ability to make deductions in a formal system such as mathematical logic. Two excellent textbooks on logic are those of Mendelson (1964) and Robbin (1969). For the specialist there is the classic by Alonzo Church (1956).

The resolution principle of J. A. Robinson (1965a) has permitted the development of some highly efficient automatic theorem-proving systems for the first-order predicate calculus. The resolution principle is based on the "semantic-tableaux" proof procedure of Herbrand (1930). Herbrand's procedure could (in principle) be implemented by the construction of "semantic trees" as discussed by Kowalski and Hayes (1969) and J. A. Robinson (1968b). The straightforward use of this construction would be grossly inefficient, however. The use of the resolution-inference rule permits a substantial increase in efficiency. The completeness and soundness of resolution can be easily justified in terms of the semantic-tree construction, while at the same time the use of resolution eliminates the need to construct semantic trees.

Resolution is a rule of inference that combines modus ponens, substitution, and other syllogisms. In order to apply resolution, well-formed formulas are first converted into quantifier-free, conjunctive-normal form following a procedure outlined by Davis and Putnam (1960).
A clearly written, concise review of the resolution principle with proofs of its soundness and completeness can be found in a paper by Luckham (1967). J. A. Robinson's initial paper (Robinson, 1965a) also contains proofs of the soundness and completeness of resolution. J. A. Robinson (1970) has also written an excellent survey entitled "The Present State of Mechanical Theorem Proving."

Complex, general problem solvers based on the formal-logic approach will probably also need facilities for higher-order logics and special mechanisms to handle the equality relation. For a discussion of the application of higher-order logics to problem solving, see McCarthy and Hayes (1969). Robbin (1969) contains a section on second-order logic, and some papers by J. A. Robinson (1968a, 1969) discuss the general problem of proof procedures for higher-order logics.

It is still not clear how the equality relation (and other standard, ubiquitous relations) ought to be "built in" to automatic theorem provers. One scheme for building the equality relation into a resolution theorem prover is discussed by Robinson and Wos (1969).

B. Formulating Problems for the Formal-Logic Approach

1. Development of Formal-Logic Methods

We have already mentioned that work on techniques for solving problems using formal-logic methods was stimulated by the "advice taker" memoranda of McCarthy (1958, 1963). Work toward implementing such a system
was undertaken by Black (1964). Cordell Green was the first to develop a formal-logic problem solver using a complete inference system (resolution) for first-order logic. Much of this work is described in his dissertation (Green, 1969a) and in two papers (Green, 1969b, 1969c).

Professor McCarthy continued his investigations on the requirements for a general, formal problem-solving system. He was particularly concerned with the necessity for including higher (than first) - order logic features in order to formalize such concepts as situations, future operators, actions, strategies, results of strategies, and knowledge. An excellent discussion of these ideas is contained in the paper by McCarthy and Hayes (1969).

2. Question-Answering Systems

One of the tasks that could be given to a formal problem-solving system is that of "question answering." This task involves a sophisticated type of information retrieval in which the answers to queries require that logical deductions be made from various facts stored in the data base. The design of question-answering systems also raises the question of how to translate between a natural language, such as English, and a formal language, used by the deductive system, such as the predicate calculus.

An early, general question-answering system was developed by Raphael (1964a, 1964b). Raphael concentrated on the deductive and
associative mechanisms needed and largely ignored the issue of natural-language translation. On the other hand, Bobrow (1964a, 1964b) developed a system for solving simple algebra problems stated in English. His system could translate these into the appropriate equations to be solved. Another general question-answering system called DEDUCOM (without English-logic translation abilities) was developed by Slagle (1965). Green and Raphael (1968) collaborated in the development of a question-answering system using resolution and first-order logic. Coles (1968) has developed a limited English-logic translation program that has been added to this question-answering system.

Two good surveys of work on natural-language question-answering systems have been written by Simmons (1965, 1970).

3. Example Applications of the Formal-Logic Method

Green (1969a) discusses several example formulations for problem solving using the formal-logic method. One of these is the problem of automatic program writing. The problem of writing computer programs is related to that of proving them correct. There is a substantial body of work on this latter subject including papers by McCarthy (1962), Floyd (1967b), and Manna (1969). London (1969) gives a good survey of work on proving the correctness of programs. A somewhat different (but still resolution-based) procedure for automatic program writing is described by Waldinger and Lee (1969).
Applications of theorem-proving techniques to automatic problem solving are also discussed by Green (1969a,b,c). In these, Green makes use of a special "state variable" that is added to each predicate.

One of the most obvious applications of automatic theorem provers is proving mathematical theorems. This application has been pursued by Robinson and Wos (1969) and by Guard, et al. (1969). In particular, Guard's program (with some human aid) has succeeded in finding the first proof for a conjecture in modular lattice theory.

C. Formal-Logic Search Methods

An excellent discussion of the problem of developing heuristically effective search strategies for resolution theorem provers while maintaining logical completeness is contained in a paper by J. A. Robinson (1967). G. A. Robinson, et al. (1964) give a very clear exposition of several strategies with many examples.

There are two basic families of strategies for improving the efficiency of resolution theorem provers. One, which might be called refinement strategies, attempts to shorten the search by eliminating all but certain types of inferences. The other, which might be called ordering strategies, attempts to shorten the search by performing those resolutions first that are most likely to lead to a proof.

The ancestry-filtered (AF) form strategy is the simplest of a group of related refinement strategies. It restricts the allowable resolutions
to those that could lead to a proof tree having a particularly simple form.
The AF-form strategy is discussed by Luckham (1969).

Several elaborations of the AF-form strategy are possible. Some of these combine the AF-form strategy with a strategy proposed by Andrews (1968) involving merges. Among the papers proving the completeness of AF form with merging are Kieburtz and Luckham (1970), Yates, Raphael, and Hart (1970), and Anderson and Bledsoe (1970). The first of these contains other results about the properties of AF-form proofs, while the last two use rather novel methods of proving completeness that are of independent interest. Anderson and Bledsoe use their method to establish the completeness of other strategies as well. A paper by Loveland (1968) establishes the completeness of another restriction on the AF-form strategy.

Other refinement strategies use the idea of a model to restrict resolutions. Of these we might mention the $P_1$-deduction strategy of J. A. Robinson (1965b) and its generalization by Slagle (1967). An easier-understood, special case of Slagle's result has been proposed by Luckham (1969). Meltzer (1966, 1968) provides some additional results about $P_1$-type deductions.

The well known set-of-support strategy (Wos, et al., 1965), can be viewed as a special case of either the AF-form strategy or of the model strategies.
An inference-ordering strategy called the unit preference strategy was proposed and justified in a paper by Wos, et al. (1964). It and the set-of-support strategy have been incorporated as basic parts of a number of automatic theorem provers.

Most of the search strategies developed to date involve "syntactic" rather than "semantic" rules (that is, search restrictions and orderings were based on the form of clauses and possible deductions rather than on their meaning). Semantic guidance could be provided in a number of ways, but there have not yet been many attempts in this direction. One might ask whether it would be possible to use an "evaluation function" over pairs of clauses that are candidates to be resolved. Presumably this evaluation function could be influenced by the available semantic information as well as by the forms of the candidate clauses. Some theoretical results about the properties of strategies using evaluation functions are contained in a paper and dissertation by Kowalski (1970a, 1970b). Kowalski's results on searching "inference-graph" structures parallel those of Hart, et al. (1968) for state-space graph structures.

Several automatic theorem-proving programs have now been written. As examples we might mention those of Robinson and Wos (1969), Allen and Luckham (1970), Guard, et al. (1969), and the Green-Raphael-Yates system recently modified by Garvey and Kling (1969).
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